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Quick Guide Bluetooth Music Receiver WM-BTMIC510
Compatible with the following models:



Audi A3, A4, A6, A8 TT from year 2004
VW Eos, Passat B6/B7, Golf 5/6, Polo, Jetta, Touran, Touareg from year 2004

Only in conjunction with the following factory radios:









Concert II+ (3)
Chorus II+ (3)
Symphony II+ (3)
RCD110
RCD210
RCD310
RCD510
RNS510

Connect the adapter:
1. Remove the radio (you will find various instructions on the Internet).
2. Before you disconnect the plugs from the radio, make sure that you have the radio code available to
you, as you may need it for the radio after the power interruption.
3. Insert the white must stretcher of the adapter into chamber B (marked red in the picture). If this
connection is already occupied by a white or blue plug, then you must manually wrap the contacts of
the WM-BT510 into the OEM plug here (take pictures beforehand so that the original pin assignment
is not lost). The correct pin assignment of the AUX input (AUX IN) can be found in the pin
assignment below or in the pin assignment on the housing of your radio. If an AUX socket is present
in the vehicle, this connection is no longer usable, since the input is occupied by the WM-BT510. A
paper clip or a fine screwdriver, for example, is sufficient as a tool.
VW RCD Pinbelegung
Bei Audi kann die Bezeichnung abweichen

4. Now connect the black ground cable to the radio housing or the black line directly to a ground line to
the radio connection (pin assignment GND symbol, next to the code). an. You can also use an
alligator clip here. Without a good ground connection the function of the adapter is not given.
5. Position the microphone near the driver in the vehicle (steering wheel fairing, dashboard, etc.). The
cable is then routed to the Bluetooth adapter and connected to the microphone input. Avoid placing
the microphone in the immediate vicinity of or on airbags.
6. Establish a Bluetooth connection by enabling Bluetooth pairing and searching for the Bluetooth
device ``WM´´ . You should then set the volume on the connected device to full volume.
7. Before reinstalling the radio, test the function of the adapter. Switch on the AUX function using the
AUDIO or MEDIA button on the radio.

For Info!
The AUX function must be selectable or activated!
If AUX under AUDIO is not displayed at Audi or MEDIA at VW, the activation/encoding of the AUX input at
the dealer or in the workshop is necessary, otherwise the adapter is not recognized.

Anything unclear? You reach us MO-FR, from 8-17 o'clock by e-mail: service@watermark-germany.de

